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Introduction
• Coastal New Haven is one of the largest flood 

prone areas in the Connecticut coastal line.

• The goal of this work is to simulate the same 
extreme flood event with and without flood 
control structures (using ADCIRC) and analyze 
how the number of affected roads and 
buildings changes.

Case setup
• Three flood control structure design scenarios 

in the New Haven Tweed Airport area under 
Superstorm Sandy (2012) were analyzed:
• Case0: current situation, no flood control 

structure
• Case1: Flood control structure implemented 

across Morris Creek and Farm River
• Case2: Flood control structure implemented 

across Morris Creek, Farm River, and 
along Morris Cove

• An estimation of the lengths and types of 
streets flooded and the number of flooded 
budlings was computed using ArcGIS. 

Results
• In Case 1, 25.5% less of buildings and 13.4% 

less of roads are flooded.

• In Case 2, 76% less of buildings and nearly 
20% of road are flooded.

• The results show that the implementation of a 
flood control structure could help New Haven 
airport area in cushioning a flood event.
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Fig. 1 Flood extent (blue shades), flood control placements (brown 
lines) and roads (cyan lines) and buildings (magenta) flooded during 
simulated superstorm Sandy under 3 scenarios.

# flooded buildings: 649

# flooded buildings: 483

# flooded buildings: 156

Fig. 2 Lengths (in miles) and percentages of flooded roads by type 
during simulated superstorm Sandy under 3 scenarios.

Road Types
• Secondary: Often link towns
• Tertiary: Often link smaller 

towns and villages
• Residential: Roads which 

serve as an access to 
housing, without function of 
connecting settlements. Often 
lined with housing

• Service: For access roads to, 
or within an industrial estate, 
camp site, business park, car 
park, alleys, etc.

• Footways: mainly/exclusively 
for pedestrians

• Path: A non-specific path.
• Track: Roads for mostly 

agricultural or forestry uses 


